Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC: http://ipcc.ch/index .htm), established within United Nations (UN) environmental program, reported the policy suggestion in April 2014 that it was necessary for us to reduce an amount of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, in particular CO 2 , by 40-70% (compared with 10 years ago) until 2050 and to reduce them at the level of almost zero by the end of this twenty-first century via shifting the current systems to energy-efficient ones. Otherwise, the IPCC has warned that the global warming and climate change will destroy our natural and socioeconomic systems. Consequently, we will face various risks (e.g., heat waves, droughts, floods, food crisis as well as damages to human, social and economic systems) on the earth.
society. Pursuing SDGs is closely linked to corporate management, because environmental problems have been long influencing not only our social and economic systems but also corporate operations in real business world because all industrial sectors need to consider their business strategies that adapt various regulation changes on industrial pollutions. The benefits from installing GHG reduction technologies or green technologies in private sectors range from intangible ones, such as improved public image as "green corporate citizen, " to measurable ones such as reduced GHG emission levels. These benefits, for example, are derived from the promotion of green products and introduction of green supply chain systems in a firm. See Sueyoshi and Goto (2018, Chapter 14) for a detailed description of the history of industrial pollutions after the industrial revolution in the world. In this study, a level of sustainability in various organizations is measured by their operational performance (as an economic prosperity measure) and environmental performance (as a pollution prevention measure) to achieve the sustainable society. A difficulty, associated with attaining a high level of sustainability, is that individuals who are interested in pollution prevention do not have a common practical methodology to assess the performance of organizations in terms of their operational and environmental achievements. Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), proposed in this study, is one of such methodologies to assess the environmental performance and more broadly the level of sustainability. As an initial step for such a methodological development applied to corporate sustainability, this study is concerned with a description of difficulties and remedies incorporated in the proposed DEA environmental assessment. Considering these difficulties, this study proposes a new formulation for DEA environmental assessment.
Before discussing the proposed approach, it is important to specify the following important features of DEA. First, DEA measures a process of many organizations that utilize inputs to produce desirable outputs (e.g., electricity and services) by relatively comparing each one with others. Second, no functional form specification is necessary for DEA. Finally, we can solve it by linear programming so that DEA has a high computational capability. These are indeed methodological contributions of DEA.
However, DEA does not directly incorporate undesirable outputs (e.g., GHG and acid rain gas) in the computational framework because the directional vector (maximization) of desirable outputs and that (minimization) of undesirable outputs. Meanwhile, DEA environmental approach incorporates the existence of undesirable outputs in the computational framework. Thus, it can handle the three types of production factors (inputs, desirable and undesirable outputs) in the performance assessment. As a result, the DEA environmental assessment is computationally more complicated, but has more implications, than the original DEA. The methodological difficulties will be addressed in this study.
Here, it is important to note that and Sueyoshi and Goto (2018) have provided a list of more than 700 articles on DEA environmental assessment. See also and Sueyoshi and Yuan (2018) that have discussed a recent trend of supply and demand in world energy along with its relationship with DEA applied to energy and environment. This study is a methodological extension of these previous studies. Note that various types of DEA applications can be found in the previous research efforts. Therefore, this study does not document any specific application, rather describing methodological strengths and drawbacks of DEA environmental assessment, all of which have not clearly addressed in these previous efforts. Such is a contribution of this study.
An underlying philosophy discussed in this study is that the proposed DEA environmental assessment may serve as an important component for measuring corporate sustainability. Thus, the sustainability enhancement is essential for the management of many firms to survive in a global competition. Moreover, the concept is closely related to corporate social responsibility (CSR).
1 In this study, environmental assessment is considered as part of CSR, so focusing on a business balance between economic prosperity and environmental protection. The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Section 2 describes methodological pitfalls. Section 3 discusses DEA non-radial models for environmental assessment. Section 4 describes a possible occurrence of undesirable and that of desirable congestions. Section 5 discusses how to incorporate the assumption that undesirable outputs are the by-products of desirable outputs into the proposed framework. Section 6 discusses how to handle zero and negative values. Sections from 3 to 6 document how the proposed new approach can overcome the pitfalls, discussed in this study, related to DEA environmental assessment. Section 7 concludes this study along with future extensions. Figure 1 depicts analytical structures for measuring a degree of unified (operational and environmental) efficiency that become an empirical basis for environmental assessment (Sueyoshi and Goto 2018) . For our visual convenience, Fig. 1 considers the observed achievement, listed as K, for example, of a DMU that uses a single component of an input vector (x in the horizontal axis) to produce both a single component of a desirable output vector (g on the vertical axis) and that of an undesirable output vector (b on the vertical axis). The description is easily extendable to a more general case where multiple components of the three vectors are incorporated into the computational framework of the proposed DEA approach.
Pitfalls

First pitfall: disposability concepts
Disposability concepts
To explain an analytical implication of the unified efficiency measurement, let us consider that the achievement of the kth DMU is specified as x ik , g rk , b fk in Fig. 1 , where the DMU is a specific organization to be evaluated. In the figure, possible performance enhancements, depicted in Fig. 1 , are classified by the following four types of projections:
1. NW (Northwest) projections to enhance operational performance: If the kth DMU is inefficient in operational performance, then it needs to improve the operational efficiency by increasing the amount of a desirable output and/or decreasing the amount of an input. A possible projection can be found on {B} as such an example. A piece-wise linear contour line ({A}-{B}-{C}) indicates an efficiency frontier where {K} needs to be projected. The direction of such possible projections toward {A}-{B}-{C} is expressed by both the sign of an input-related slack and that of a desirable outputrelated slack, along with the direction of a unified inefficiency measure, as depicted in Fig. 1 . This type of projections belongs to "NW" which indicates the enhancement of operational performance. Such projections serve a basis for enhancing the level of operational efficiency within conventional DEA based upon modern production economics. The projection looks for the best strategy to increase a desirable output under "economic stagnation. " The projection also naturally implies a decrease in an undesirable output (i.e., industrial pollution), so indicating the concept of "natural disposability. " 2. NE (Northeast) projections to enhance operational performance: The projection of NE has been excluded from the conventional use of DEA until now. The proposed DEA assessment incorporates the type of projections toward NE on the piece-wise linear contour line ({C}-{I}), along with an increase in both an input and a desirable output, as depicted in the right-hand side of Fig. 1 . The type of projection for enhancing the level of operational performance implies "economic growth" of the kth DMU. The growth is usually associated with various industrial pollutions. Therefore, this study must consider how to make an industrial balance between them. We clearly Sueyoshi and Goto (2018) understand that it is not easily attainable such a balance in reality because it needs to make a considerable effort, so being referred to as "managerial disposability. " This type of performance enhancement has been never discussed in conventional DEA. The contribution of DEA environmental assessment is that it incorporates the type of projections, or corporate efforts, toward NE. 3. SW (Southwest) projections to enhance environmental performance: Shifting our interest from operational to environmental performance enhancement, Fig. 1 visually describes a projection to enhance the amount of the input (on a horizontal coordinate) and the undesirable output (on a vertical coordinate) whose type of projections direct toward SW along with an input decrease. One of such directions is the projection from {K} to {G} in Fig. 1 . Here, {G} stands for the performance on an efficiency frontier for an undesirable output and an input. The piece-wise linear contour line ({G}-{H}-{D}) indicates such a frontier for unified efficiency. This type of projections, occurring with an input decrease, naturally decreases an amount of the undesirable output. Thus, this study considers the projection as "natural disposability" to enhance environmental performance. 4. SE (Southeast) projections to enhance environmental performance: The type of projections from {K} to {E} indicates an opposite case of the SW projection, but indicating an enhancement of environmental performance. In the case, an efficiency frontier for the kth DMU can be found on the piece-wise linear contour line ({D}-{E}-{F}) where the DMU needs to reduce the amount of the undesirable output by green technology and/or managerial effort, along with an input increase. This type of projections, under managerial disposability, has been never explored in the previous DEA studies.
Axiomatic Expression
To describe the four possible projections more clearly, let us consider X ∈ R m + as an input vector with m components, G ∈ R s + as a desirable output vector with s components and B ∈ R h + as an undesirable output vector with h components. In these column vectors, the subscript (j) is used to indicate the jth DMU, whose vector components are all strictly positive.
Using an axiomatic expression, this study specifies unified production and pollution possibility sets to express natural (N) and that for managerial (M) disposability by the two types of output vectors and an input vector, respectively, as follows:
stands for a production and pollution possibility set under natural disposability. Meanwhile, P M v (X) is that of managerial disposability. The subscript (v)
stands for variable Returns to Scale (RTS) 2 or variable Damages to Scale (DTS) 3 because the constraint n j=1 j = 1 is incorporated in the two axiomatic expressions. See Sueyoshi (2017) for the similar concept for DTS. The difference between the two disposability concepts is that the production technology under natural disposability, or P N v (X) , has X ≥ n j=1 X j j , implying that a DMU can attain an efficiency frontier by reducing a directional vector of inputs.
Besides the above difference, the two disposability concepts have a common feature that both have G ≤ n j=1 G j j and B ≥ n j=1 B j j in these axiomatic expressions. These conditions intuitively appeal to us because an efficiency frontier for desirable outputs should locate above or on all observations, while that of undesirable outputs should locate below or on these observations.
Second pitfall: disposability unification
Disposability unification An important aspect of DEA environmental assessment is that it separates outputs into desirable and undesirable categories. The output separation cannot be found in the conventional framework of DEA. The two types of outputs are different in terms of their analytical structures (e.g., the direction of these vectors). A problem to be overcome after the output separation is that it is necessary for us to consider conceptual frameworks and these related formulations for unifying desirable and undesirable outputs. Figure 2 depicts the unification process from I to III, all of which are incorporated in the proposed approach for environmental assessment. For our visual description, the figure depicts a case of a single component of three production factors. An extension to multiple components is possible in mathematical models to be discussed in this study.
First, Stage I consist of two substages: (A) and (B). Stage I indicates the production relationship between an input (x) and a desirable output (g) under the assumption that all DMUs produce a same amount of undesirable output (b). A Production Possibility Set (PrPS) locates below a piece-wise linear convex curve, depicting an efficiency frontier ( EF g ) in the x-g space. Stage I has the other substage (B). Meanwhile, a pollution possibility set (PoPS) locates above the piece-wise linear concave curve that expresses an 2 To describe RTS in DEA environmental assessment, we measure the degree of scale elasticity (e g ) between an input (x) and a desirable output (g). Let us consider a simple case in which a supporting hyperplane is mathematically expressed by vx − ug + wb + σ = 0. For our descriptive convenience, all production factors consist of a single component. Here, the undesirable output (b) is additionally incorporated in the equation. The symbols (v, u and w) are parameters of a supporting hyperplane, indicating the degree of each slope regarding the supporting hyperplane. All the parameters are positive in their signs. An exception is σ that is unrestricted in the sign and it indicates an intercept of the supporting hyperplane. Using the supporting hyperplane, we obtain . The degree of the scale elasticity (e g ) related to a desirable output is classified by σ and w by the following rule: (a) e g > 1 ↔ Increasing RTS ↔ σ + wb < 0 , (b) e g = 1 ↔ Constant RTS ↔ σ + wb = 0 and (c) e g < 1 ↔ Decreasing RTS ↔ σ + wb > 0. 3 To discuss DTS, let us consider scale elasticity ( e b ) between an input and an undesirable output. We consider that a supporting hyperplane is − vx − ug + wb + σ = 0 where the three production factors consist of a single component. Then, efficiency frontier ( EF b ) in the x-b space under the assumption that they produce a same amount of a desirable output (g). An important feature of Stage I is that the production possibility set (A) is independent from the pollution possibility set (B). This assumption is slightly unrealistic because both are relatively related to each other. To unify the two sets related to Stage I, Stage II combines them in a unified framework as depicted in Fig. 2 whose coordinates indicate x and g&b, respectively. The unification process makes it possible to identify a production and pollution possibility set (Pr&PoPS) between PrPS and PoPS, locating between the two efficiency frontiers ( EF g and EF b ). All DMUs locate within Pr&PoPS between the production and pollution possibility sets of Stage I (A) and (B). The third stage (III) is the final unification process which incorporates the assumption that an undesirable output is a by-product of a desirable output. Source: Sueyoshi and Goto (2018) Stage III is the final unification process which incorporates an assumption that "undesirable outputs are by-product of desirable outputs. " The assumption acceptable, but the assumption changes the two efficiency frontiers ( EF g and EF b ) to be shaped by two convex forms, as depicted in Stage III (A) of Fig. 2 . Here, the efficiency frontier ( EF g ) should have an increasing trend along with an input increase. However, the efficiency frontier ( EF b ) should have an increasing and decreasing trend due to green technology innovation for reducing an amount of pollution (b). Both curves should have piece-wise linear convex forms because of the by-product assumption. Thus, they are structurally different from those of the first and second stages. Stage III (B) depicts such a relationship between g on the horizontal axis and b on the vertical axis.
Third pitfall: undesirable congestion (UC) and desirable congestion (DC)
UC and DC Figure 3 visually specifies the importance of congestion on undesirable outputs in DEA environmental assessment. The concept of congestion is separated into Undesirable Congestion (UC) and Desirable Congestion (DC) in the proposed environmental assessment. Figure 3 depicts differences between UC and DC. The left-hand side of Fig. 3 exhibits the three types of UC in a space of an undesirable output (b) on the horizontal axis and a desirable output (g) on the vertical axis. The right-hand side of Fig. 3 exhibits the three types of DC in a space of a desirable output (g) on a horizontal axis and an undesirable output (b) on the vertical axis.
The analytical importance of such an occurrence of UC is that it is characterized by a supporting hyperplane. For example, as depicted in the left-hand side of Fig. 3 , the negative slope of a supporting line indicates an occurrence of "strong UC. " For example, the occurrence indicates a capacity limit on part or whole of a production facility (e.g., transmission in the electric power industry or transportation in the petroleum industry). In contrast, a positive slope implies an opposite case (i.e., no occurrence of UC), so being "no UC. " An occurrence of "weak UC" is identified between strong UC and no UC, so being "weak UC. " The occurrence of UC is problematic in many energy industries, as discussed above. Acknowledging the importance of conventional research on UC, however, this study is interested in sustainability development by enhancing the level of economic prosperity and reducing the amount of industrial pollution. Therefore, we pay attention to a possible occurrence of DC, hereafter, because the occurrence indicates green technology innovation so that it can enhance the level of social or corporate sustainability.
Stage III (B) of Fig. 2 exhibits such a possible occurrence of DC (green technology innovation) of Fig. 3 . The negative slope of a supporting hyperplane indicates an occurrence of "strong DC, " or green technology innovation for reducing an undesirable output (e.g., industrial pollution). In contrast, a positive slope implies an opposite case (i.e., no occurrence of DC), so being "no DC. " An occurrence of "weak DC" is identified between strong and no DC, so being "weak DC. "
Fourth pitfall: zero and negative values
Zero and negative values Another difficulty in applying DEA to energy and environment is that it cannot handle zero and negative value in a data set. Most of the previous studies assume that all observations are strictly positive. The assumption is often problematic in reality, because many energy firms (e.g., oil and gas companies) often produce negative net incomes. Many financial performance measures of these firms, expressing economic prosperity, may become negative in their signs.
This study discusses the property of "translation invariance" under DC. Our discussion is applicable to UC. The property implies that an efficiency measure should be not influenced even if production factors are shifted toward a same direction by adding or subtracting a specific real number. The property makes it possible that we can evaluate the performance of entities, whose production and envelopment factors contain zero and/or negative values. See Sect. 3 that discusses the property of translation invariance.
Non-radial models
The unified (operational and environment) efficiency is measured by the three different approaches, using radial, non-radial and intermediate models, respectively. This study uses the non-radial models because they can handle the zero and negative values in a data set by the property of "translation invariance" in the analytical frameworks.
Nomenclatures used in this study are summarized as follows: X : A column vector of m inputs, US: United States, G : A column vector of s desirable outputs, B : A column vector of h undesirable outputs, d hyperplane on a production and pollution possibility set and ε : a prescribed small number to control the magnitude of unified efficiency. This study specifies the following three types of data ranges (R) according to the upper and lower bounds of production factors:
Under natural disposability The non-radial model under natural disposability (N) to measure the unified efficiency (UEN), combining desirable and undesirable outputs of the kth DMU, is formulated by the following model (e.g., Sueyoshi and Goto 2018):
The right-hand side of Model (1) indicates an observed performance of the kth DMU in terms of the three production factors. Meanwhile, the left-hand side expresses a composite (or ideal) performance on these factors regarding DMUs on an efficiency frontier. Model (1) relatively compares their performance measures to estimate a unified efficiency score. Model (1) incorporates the three types of slacks for inefficiency measurement. Among them, the model considers only deviations + d (1) (3) is that all dual variables are positive so that all the production factors are fully utilized in the proposed environmental assessment. Under managerial disposability Shifting our description from natural disposability to managerial disposability, this chapter can measure the unified efficiency under managerial disposability (M) where environmental performance is the first priority and operational performance is the second priority. The priority has of managerial disposability an opposite priority to that of natural disposability.
To measure the unified efficiency ( UEM NR v ) of the kth DMU under managerial disposability, the research of Sueyoshi and Goto (2018) has proposed the following non-radial model in an augmented form: Sueyoshi and Goto Economic Structures (2018) 7:17 Model (4) At the end of this section, it is important to confirm that Models (1) and (4) solve the first pitfall related to DEA environmental assessment.
Incorporation of UC and DC
A possible occurrence of undesirable congestion (UC)
As depicted in the left-hand side of Fig. 3 , this study may identify a possible occurrence of UC under natural disposability. To examine the occurrence, we use the following model that maintains equality constraints (so, no slack variable) on undesirable outputs:
Model (7) drops slack variables related to undesirable outputs (B) so that they are considered as equality constraints. The other constraints regarding inputs and desirable outputs are considered as inequality because they have slack variables in Model (7).
Model (7) has the following dual formulation:
An important feature of Model (8) is that the dual variables ( w f : URS for f = 1, …, h) are unrestricted in their signs because the constraints on undesirable outputs are expressed by equality (i.e., no slack) in Model (7).
A unified efficiency measure of the kth DMU under natural disposability becomes which incorporates a possible occurrence of UC. All variables used in Eq. (9) are determined on the optimality of Models (7) and (8). The equation within the parenthesis,
Maximize ε
UEN(UC)
obtained from the optimal objective value of Models (7) and (8), indicates the level of unified inefficiency under natural disposability. The unified efficiency is obtained by subtracting the level of inefficiency from unity as specified in Eq. (9).
A possible occurrence of desirable congestion (DC)
As depicted in the right-hand side of Fig. 3 , this study can identify an occurrence of Desirable Congestion (DC) under managerial disposability. To examine the occurrence, we use the following model, returning to Model (4), which maintains equality constraints (so, no slack variable) on desirable outputs:
Model (10) drops slack variables related to desirable outputs so that they are considered as equality constraints. The other groups of constraints on inputs and undesirable outputs do not have slacks so that they can be considered as inequality constraints.
A unified efficiency score, or UEM(DC) NR * v , of the kth DMU under managerial disposability becomes where all variables are determined on the optimality of Model (10). The equation within the parenthesis, obtained from the optimality of Model (10), indicates the level of unified inefficiency under managerial disposability. The unified efficiency, along with a possible occurrence of DC, is obtained by subtracting the level of inefficiency from unity.
Model (10) has the following dual formulation:
An important feature of Model (12) is that the dual variables ( u r : URS for r =1, …, s) are unrestricted in these signs because Model (10) does not have slacks related to desirable outputs.
At the end of this section, it is important to note that the formulations discussed in this section overcome the third pitfall (i.e., UC and DC) related to DEA environment assessment.
New approach: managerial unification under by-product assumption
The two figures at the bottom of Fig. 2 depict the final structure of Stage III for disposability unification under the assumption that "undesirable outputs are the by-productions of desirable outputs. " The assumption may be acceptable because undesirable outputs exist only if DMUs produce desirable outputs. Here, the important concern to be discussed is that the by-product assumption indicates that the efficiency frontier (EF g ) on desirable outputs increases along with an input increase as depicted in Stage III (A). Meanwhile, the efficiency frontier (EF b ) on undesirable output increases along with the input increase because of the by-product assumption. The increasing trend changes to decrease after a DMU accepts green technology. Such an introduction may have an increasing and decreasing trend as found in Stage III (B).
To formulate Stage III (B), this study reorganizes Model (10) Proof To examine the property of translation invariance, let us return to Model (13) and modify the three groups of constraints as follows:
Equations (18) add a specific positive number to each production factor so that all observations become positive, shifting from zero or negative to positive, in their signs.
Equations (18) The above three groups of constraints are the same as those of Model (13). Thus, the proposed data shifts do not influence the constraints in Model (13).
Next, paying attention to the objective function of Model (13), the data shifts change it as follows: Equation (20) clearly indicate the translation invariance in the objective value of Model (13). Thus, the proposed data shifts from zero and/or negative to positive do not influence the objective value of Model (13). The proposition indicates that the proposed approach can solve the last pitfall. 
